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Probably the third most sought after
freshwater fish in Texas behind bass
and crappie, the channel catfish is
sometimes known as willow cat, spot-
ted cat or fiddler cat. They can easily
be identified from all other Texas cat-
fish except the blue catfish by their
forked tail and small narrow head.
Coloration varies but they are usually
silver-gray above and shade to silver-
white on the belly with numerous
small, black spots that become obscure
or absent with age.

When the spots disappear, the chan-
nel cat is difficult to tell from the blue
cat. They are distinguishable by count-
ing the rays in the anal fin (the one on
the bottom in front of the tail). The
channel cat has 24 to 29 rays while the
blue cat always has 30 or more soft rays
in the anal fin.

Channel catfish are found in almost
every portion of Texas because they
can readily adapt themselves to most
waters. In larger lakes and streams
where ecological conditions are right,
they are very prolific and usually
spawn in May or June when the water
temperature reaches 75 degrees.

The young feed on a wide range of
living and non-living things and grow
rapidly to reach sexual maturity in two
to three years. Adults eat live and dead
fish, crayfish, insects and a variety of
vegetable matter.

Every once in a while, a channel cat
will be caught that weighs 15 to 20
pounds or maybe even larger, but the
average fish is five pounds or under.
The state record channel catfish
weighed 36 pounds, eight ounces. That's
makings for a real fish fry.

Channel catfish are primarily noc-
turnal in their habits and more are
caught during the dusk, night and dawn
hours although some conditions may
cause them to bite throughout the day.
Virtually any bait is good because of
their omnivorous eating habits but they
might be finicky at times and prefer one
bait to another. Most trotliners have
caught channel cats on everything from
bar soap to stink bait. Some of the other
more popular baits are shrimp, shad,
blood bait, chicken and pork liver,
minnows, cut bait, grasshoppers, cray-
fish, cheese, frogs and worms.

The smaller catfish devour more food
in relation to their size and therefore
feed more often. They can be caught
at almost any time and in varying
depths of water. If you're really after
the food fish, these smaller channel cats
are the most desirable because their
flesh is firmer and tastier than that of
the larger fish. With a daily bag limit
of 25 in most Texas counties, you can

easily enjoy a few good meals after one
successful outing.

Locating a good 'hole" to set your
trotline is an important consideration
in channel catfishing on a lake. It seems
that lake fishing for catfish often is
quite complicated if you're really
working for the big ones, but locating
an area of the smaller channel cats is
easier and more productive.

In good lakes with a high population
of channel catfish, one place is usually
about as good as another. The mouths
of streams or creeks emptying into the
lake are pretty good places to start. The
mouth area has abundant food espe-
cially after rains when the water is
rising. Underwater springs which are
marked by areas of cooler water help
concentrate the fish during the hot
summer months. Brushy bottoms
always offer the possibility of catching
a few nice channel cats.

Some trotliners either use a weighted
drag or electronic depth finder of some
sort to locate underwater channels and
deeper holes which might be the home
of a large number of catfish. A simpler
suggestion is to drift fish across open
areas on the lake and place your line
where fish bite or are caught.

It is almost impossible to guess the
depth at which the catfish are feeding
in the lake. The bigger fish usually feed
in the deeper water while the smaller
ones work in the shallow areas, but this
is not always true. Varying the depth
of your line will locate the fish.

Trotlining for channel cats is some-
times better in deeper water just to get
away from the bait stealing bream and
bullheads. Then again, in the deeper
water, you might not catch any fish at
all or have your fish die on the line
because it is placed in an oxygen-poor
thermocline. It's all a matter of moving
your line all around or up and down
to find where the fish are at any partic-
ular time. In other words, work at it.

By law, trotlines are required to meet
certain specifications, but other than
those, the ways to set a trotline will
vary with almost every old-timer.
County regulations are available in the
yearly fishing guide published by the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department,
but a couple of things apply throughout
the state. Stagings and hooks on trot-
lines must be at least three feet apart
and all freshwater trotlines must be
identified by a legible tag, constructed
of a material as durable as the trotline,
bearing the name and address of the
fisherman and date it was set out.
Usually, a plastic bottle float with the
proper identification printed on it with
a waterproof felt-tip pen works fine.

The tag must be updated every 90 days
if the line is to remain in the water.
Make sure and check the county regu-
lations before putting a line in the
water so that you don't end up with
an expensive fishing trip.

The mainline of a trotline consists of
heavy cotton or preferably nylon
braided line with a breaking strength
of 400 pounds or better that is
suspended between trees, stakes or
weights. From this line, droppings or
stagings of a smaller diameter line with
a hook tied on the end are attached.
Methods of attachment vary from using
barrel swivels, snap swivels, combina-
tions of both, clips or just tying the
staging directly to the mainline. The
swivel combinations are preferred
because twisting fish have a much
harder time getting off.

Hook size will vary with the size of
the fish you're after, but smaller hooks
will usually produce more fish. It's
more probable to catch a 20-pound cat
on a 1/0 O'Shaughnessy hook than it
is to catch a one-pound cat on a 10/0
hook. When fishing primarily for chan-
nel cats, #4 hooks upwards to 2/0 or
3/0 range will produce the most consis-
tent catches.

The mainline is usually suspended
above the bottom of the lake by plastic
bottle floats or any buoyant material,
but some just let the line rest on the
bottom and drag a large hook of some
sort to locate and pull up their line. If
floats are used, the line between the
float and the mainline can be shortened
or lengthened to raise or lower the trot-
line and control the depth of your set.

Two things are important when using
floats on deep lines that are weighted
at each end. Locate your float line at
least 20 feet from the weight for every
10-foot increase in depth of the trotline.
Otherwise, if your mainline is tight, you
won't be able to raise your line to the
surface of the water where you can
work it. You also need to use a fairly
heavy line for the float line so that you
don't risk losing your trotline.

Other considerations might include
using lines strong enough so that you
can stretch them tight when putting
them out, and so they won't break when
you are running your trotline by boat
with the wind blowing. The same thing
applies to the trees or stakes that you
tie to, or the weights that you use. They
must be firm or heavy enough to keep
the line from giving too much with the
boat pulling against them. It would also
be advisable to make sure that your
trotline is set deep enough to keep
passing boats from cutting the line.

Carelessness while trotlining can

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE4



result in serious situations. Remember,
you're working with a tight line, some-
times in deep water, that has as many
as 50 hooks dangling from it. You might
be alone on the water late at night when
no one could hear your cries for help
if you were to let the line slip, get
hooked and pulled over the side of the
boat. Always hang on to the mainline
and not just the stagings or hooks when
you are baiting the line or removing a
fish, and don't lean too far over the side.
It's not a bad idea to keep a knife
handy, just in case.

Respect trotlining. Work hard at it
and develop your own ideas as to sets,
baits or locations, and maybe your
rewards will be greater than just a fan-
tastic meal of channel catfish fillets and
hush puppies. **
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The channel cat (left) and the blue cat
(sight) are easily distinguished in the
top photo by counting the rays in the
cnal fin. The channel cat has 24 to
29 rays while the more square anal
fin of the blue cat always has 30 or
r-ore rays. The above set has been
found to be convenient for lake trotlin-
ig. By varying the length of the float

lines, the mainline can be tightly set
c the desired depth.
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ATrip
to the
Banks

Party boats
put offshore fish
within the reach
of all fishermen

By Ed Dutch

Before the anchor touches bottom,
you've released the brake on the reel
and are feeding out the line. It's as if
you are back in grade school, pushing
and shoving to be first in line, except
this time you want to catch the first
fish.

When you peer into the deep, blue
water and feel a tug at the end of your
line, anticipation mounts quickly. The
excitement builds as you begin to reel
in, and when you're still reeling a min-
ute and a half later, you hope the end
is near. Finally, the climax comes as
you behold that beautiful red-tinted
fish flashing through the clear water

and know you have caught a red snap-
per.

It may be a small one of less than
a pound or a big sow snapper that will
tip the scales at 50 pounds or so, but
the thrill is the same. Fishing the open
Gulf with no land in sight is an expe-
rience in itself. There's nothing equal
to it when you are using a heavy boat
rod with hundreds of feet of line and
a pound of lead for a sinker to carry
the line through the strong ocean cur-
rents to the depths where schooling
snappers are feeding over the reef. You
might even be using an electric reel
because the constant cranking in of the

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE6



Photos by Jim Whitcomb
The dock may seem cold and lonely

in the middle of the night as you
prepare to embark for offshore fishing

on a party boat, but the company
aboard is usually warm and friendly.

Activities vary on the trip to the
snapper reefs, or banks, as they are

more commonly known. Some choose
to sleep while others talk or play a

few hands of poker. By the time the
sun rises, almost everyone is topside

with their lines in the water hoping
to hook a big sow snapper, grouper

or maybe a kingfish.
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line when fish are Iziting will tire even

the stoutest fisherman.
Although it sounds as if deep-sea

snapper fishing is oily for the hardiest
sportsmen, it really is an exciting trip
for people of all ages, from the youngest
on up to grandparents. The accommo-
dations available at several ports along
the Texas coast will provide a pleasant
fishing trip.

Freeport, Galves:on, Port Aransas
and Port Isabel arE the most popular
areas for they have the larger party
boats which accommodate from 20 to
91 people. That sounds like a lot of
people, but the boats seldom carry full

capacity and do have ample room to
fish. Trips to the snapper reefs, or
banks as they arE more commonly
known, vary in time and cost at each
port because of the distance traveled.

Boats out of Freeport leave the dock
at 3:00 a.m. and return around 5:00 or
6:00 p.m. the same day. Traveling to

either 30- or 60-mile banks, fishermen
catch snappers in 90 to 190 feet of water
for a price of $23 which includes bav
and tackle. Fish are gutted and gilled
on the boat during the return trip.

Morning until evEning 10- to 12-hour
trips to 50- or 80-m le banks are avai

able out of Galveston with the ce
ranging from $13.50 to $20.00 per pers
depending on how far out you want
go and whether you want to rent tacky
Bait and fish stringer are furnished
each trip and fish are put on ice. Boo
out of both of these ports fish sev
days a week, weather permitting. It
advisable to make reservations a coup
of days before and to check the eveni
of the trip to be sure it wasn't cancellc

A 7:00 a.m. to 7:0) p.m. trip is ava
able out of Port Aransas on weeken
for a cost of $23 which includes b
and tackle and the fish are put on is

Also, for $30 you can board one b(
at 12:00 a.m. and travel to the snapp
banks for a day's fishing, returning la
that afternoon. On this trip air-condi-
tioned bunks are available for those
who don't participate in a card game
or the usual bull-session that takes
place on the way out. Needless to say
the bunks are well utilized on the trip
in. Electric reels are furnished, if

desired, and all bait and tackle is pro-

vided. This trip runs daily, weather

permitting. Reservations are recom-
mended.

Charter boats make trips for smaller
groups of people out of other ports on
the Texas coast. Ycu might check in
one of them if you prefer a smaller boo L

For those who haven't acquired their
sea legs or haven't experienced baiting
hooks with cut squid, it is recom-

mended that some sort of sea-sickness

preventative be taken before one of the
trips. The boats cannot return to shore
if you begin to feel nauseated. Many
brands of medications are available
without prescriptions such as Drama-
mine, Merizine and Bonine or your

doctor may recommend others. These
; 'types of medications must be taken the

night before your trip to be effective.
One good preventative, Emetrol, can be
taken immediately before the trip and
also during it if you feel your stomach
is trying to turn inside-out.

If the snappers will oblige, as they
most always do since they have a tre-
mendous appetite for natural bait and

.......... a--- gather in large numbers, you will be
rewarded with a heavy stringer.

One exciting part of this type of fish-

ing is that there's always a chance that
you might hang into anything of almost
any size. You never really know what
to expect-maybe that's why you
wanted to be first in the water. **
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Trips to the snapper banl- vary in time boats include bait in their basic price

cast, corn f ort and acc sso ies fur- and tackle is available at a small

niched. Tc .-Hake the trip orc i .easur- charge for fishermen who need it. Fish

able, some boats are equipped witF are put on marked stringers on ice for

air-conditioned cabi s and bunks, c the trip in, but deckhands on some

srack bar and other con enicr ces. A1. boats will gut and gill the catch.
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S
FISHES OF NORTH AMERICA by Earl

Herald; Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
Garden City, N. Y., 1972; 254 pages,
$9.95.
Doubleday has released another book

in its North American wildlife series;
this one entitled Fishes of North
America.

With the assistance of friends and
diving associates, Earl S. Herald has
compiled this interesting volume which
contains not only facts about the fishes
found in our waters, but incorporates
information obtained through various
underwater study programs conducted
by colleagues.

Herald divides the various fishes into
the three major classes-jawless fishes
(hagfishes and lampreys), cartilaginous
fishes (sharks, skates, rays and chi-
maeroids) and bony fishes (all others).
These major classes are then divided
into their respective families which are
discussed individually.

Because the author is both the Asso-
ciate Director of the Steinhart
Aquarium of the Ca ifornia Academy
of Sciences in San Francisco and a
veteran diver, he is able to describe
with authority the distribution, feeding,
mating, breeding, commercial use and
present status of hundreds of species.
For example. he c tes the feeding
methods of the lamprey. This jawless
fish attaches itself by means of its
piercing teeth to a host fish and then
proceeds to suck the victim's blood. An
anticoagulating substance in the lam-
prey's saliva keeps tlhe host's blood in
a fluid state.

Supplementing the text is a remark-
able collection of illustrations by some
of America's lead ng underwater
photographers. Precision underwater
photographic equipment has enabled
them to record the mysteries of aquatic
life for our enjoyment Yet, the fantastic
colors of some fish are still hard to
believe; the deep red of the migrant
sockeye salmon; the fluorescent pink of
the red brotula; the aeon blue of the
blue hamlet; and the rainbow colors of
the basslets, angelfishes and parrot-
fishes.

Superb photography, however, is not
limited to the color .llustrations. The
black and white sequence on the nest-

building and courtship of the American
stickleback also catches the eye. The
first breeding activity of the male of
this species is the construction of a nest.
This by itself is not unusual, but unlike
the nests of some fish which are no
more than shallow depressions in the
sand, the stickleback prepares its nest
by using as a base the leafy stems of
aquatic plants. The male then "sews"
the nest together with a threadlike
material which is secreted during the
breeding season from a section of his
kidney. This sewing is accomplished by
his swimming around the nest several
times while paying out this binding
thread. Bits and pieces of aquatic plants
are then used to complete the nest
which resembles a bird's efforts.

When the nest is finished, the male
drives the egg-laden female into the
nest by nipping at her fins and biting
her tail. After the female deposits her
eggs in his leafy bower, she leaves the
nest, often burrowing a hole through
the bottom of it. Fertilization, aeration
of the eggs during the six-day incuba-
tion period and supervision of the
young is accomplished by the male.

Fishes of North America, written in
a non-technical style, will provide
hours of reading pleasure for the lay-
man interested in knowing more about
our underwater inhabitants. The book
is not recommended for use as a tech-
nical reference because the material is
too general.-Ilo Hiller

THE GILA MONSTER by Iona Seibert
Hiser; Steck-Vaughn Company, Aus-
tin, 1972; 30 pages, $2.95.
In cowboy tales and class "B" horror

movies, the gila monster is shown as
a creature to be despised and feared.

But in The Gila Monster children can
read to better understand this fascinat-
ing animal and see the unique adapta-
tions it has made for living in the arid
Southwest.

Iona Seibert Hiser presents the gila
monster to young readers in a descrip-
tive fashion. Drawing the reader in, she
tells about the animal's physical
appearance, relatives, natural habitat
and poisonous venom. Pronunciations
of difficult words for the inexperienced

reader are spelled the way they sound

in parentheses following the word.
Fun facts to remember are revealed

throughout the book. For instance, dur-
ing the spring and summer months, the
gila's tail becomes elongated and fat as
it stores food for hibernation. At birth,
in another example, the gila has a tiny
"hatching tooth" that it uses to peck
through the egg shell. Later, this tooth
is shed.

Black and white as well as color
drawings by J. M. Roever show the gila
monster's relatives, its desert region
habitat of the Southwest and its
unusual skin, head and claws.

The major threat to the gila monster's
existence is destruction of the wilder-
ness areas it needs. Already, they are
protected by law in Arizona. - Terrie
Whitehead

TEXAS RIVERS AND RAPIDS, CA-
NOEING GUIDE TO THE RIVERS
OF TEXAS compiled, edited and
published by Ben M. Nolen and R.
E. Narramore, P. O. Box 673, Humble,
Tex., 1972; 63 pages, $3.00.
Canoeing and floating Texas' 80,000

miles of waterways is one of the fastest
growing participation sports in the
state. From the quiet jungle-bordered
bayous of East Texas to the exciting
white water rivers in the western half
of the state, outdoor recreationists are
discovering previously passed-over
beauty, serenity and excitement.
However, to fully enjoy the waterways
requires some very specific knowledge
on the part of the would-be river run-
ners.

Texas Rivers and Rapids provides
the basic information necessary for
both the novice and expert to float the
scenic rivers of Texas. The guide is
written by Ben Nolen and Bob Nar-
ramore, experienced outdoorsmen who
have been exploring Texas rivers for
many years. Detailed information on
clothing, equipment, fishing, cooking,
canoe rental and sales agencies and
general canoe lore is provided. Also, 31
suggested trips on eight Texas rivers are
covered by maps and verbal descrip-
tions. Information on river trips
includes: access points, reference
points, campsites, water flow and
danger points.

Texas Rivers and Rapids is a paper-
back magazine publication. The major
shortcoming is that some important
rivers are not covered. However, the
authors promise a supplemental edition
in the future covering additional
trips.-Harold J. Belisle
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compiled by Neal Cook

Don't Start Fires: In Texas anyone who intentionally starts a forest
fire is liable for fines from $300 to $1,000 and/or imprisonment
up to five years.

Hunters Get a Checkup: While you are getting your rifle cleaned
and gear ready for the hunting season, don't forget to get a physical
exam for yourself. A hunting camp is a bad place for toothaches
or heart attacks. Even if the doctor gives you a clean bill of health,
do some exercising before the season. Walk or jog in the mornings
or evenings and walk up and down the stairs if you are only going
a few floors.

Creatures of Habit: Deer follow daily routines, and if you can
find where they move by locating concentrations of tracks or by
watching the animals before the season, you will stand a better
chance of getting the animal you want.

Cook Book: One of the many good leaflets and books available
from the Texas Agricultural Extension Service is "Wild Game-
Care, Cooking." This booklet is free and can be received by writing
the Department of Agricultural Communications, College Station,
77843. and asking for #B-987.

Cottonmouth Control: Dr. Denzel E. Ferguson, a zoologist at Mis-
sissippi State University, has found a bizarre new way to kill
cottonmouth water moccasins. He has discovered that the chain
events following pesticide spraying cause pesticide buildup in some
animals such as mosquitofish, sunfish, toads and shrimp. When
these pesticides reach extremely high levels in certain individual
animals that are resistant to the poisons, the animals themselves
become poisonous to higher animals which eat them. Bass, pickerel
and frogs all died after eating pesticide-laden fish and 91 percent
of the cottonmouths died after eating mosquitofish.

Slimy Speedster: The Pacific barracuda has been clocked swim-
ming at 27 miles per hour, and new research indicates that this
speed is related in part to the fish's natural slime which reduces
the resistance that flowing water offers its body. When the fish
is swimming rapidly, the slime dissolves and the fish's body
becomes enveloped in a thin layer of diluted slime solution which
suppresses turbulence, lowers water friction and thus helps the
fish swim even faster.

Mt. Trashmore: In Virginia Beach, Va. an 18-acre, 65-foot hill that
will become a city park was formed by dumping the area's solid
waste in layers for five years and covering each layer with dirt.
The hill contains about 400,000 tons of solid wastes and 280,000
tons of dirt. The city's next goal is to make a 200-acre hilly recrea-
tional area over the next 15 to 20 years.
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No one wants to be a hunting acci-
dent statistic, but thousands of
hunters still go into the field each
season without the benefits of
hunter safety education. In Texas,
passing a course in safe gun
handling is not mandatory for a
hunting license as it is in many
states, but most young hunters
could profit greatly by taking
advantage of the voluntary safety
training classes o-fered throughout
the state by Parks and Wildlife
Department certif ed instructors.

The Texas Voluntary Hunter
Safety Program was initiated on
June 4, 1971, when it was accepted
by the Parks and Wildlife Commis-
sion, and it is sponsored by the
department in cooperation with the
National Rifle Association.

The primary purpose of a hunter
safety program is to encourage safe
gun handling to reduce hunting
accidents. Careless gun handling
was responsible for a large percent-
age of the 92 hunting accidents
involving 144 people in Texas in
1971. If the hunters had attended
safety courses and put their knowl-
edge to use in the field, these acci-
dents could have been avoided and
24 people might still be alive.

Although our program is
designed primarily for the young
hunter, individuals of all ages will
benefit from the course. However,
no student will be certified who has-
not attained the age of12 years prior
to completion of the program.

Volunteer instructors follow this
basic outline:

Progra

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE

1. KNOWLEDGE OF GUNS
AND AMMUNITION

A. Types of guns
B. Gun sights
C. Cleaning and care
D. Types of ammunition

2. PROPER GUN HANDLING
A. Primary rules
B. In the field
C. In transit
D. In the home

3. SAFE HUNTING METHODS
A. Zone of fire
B. Target identification
C. Self control
D. Accuracy

4. THE RIFLE

by Ilo Hiller A. Parts
B. Aiming
C. Sighting-in
D. Position and trigger squeeze

5. THE SHOTGUN
A. Parts
B. Position and pointing
C. Lead and swing

6. THE HUNTER'S
RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Safety
B. Proper game identification
C. Principles of game manage-

ment
D. Courtesy and sportsmanship
The instructor is not limited to

the above outline and may expand
his course, based on student needs,
to include archery safety, live-firing
on approved ranges and other sub-
jects of interest. A minimum of six
hours must be spent on the course
to qualify the student for certifica-
tion, but additional hours may be
necessary if the course is expanded.

If you are 21 years of age or older;
of good moral character; experi-
enced in working with young
adults; knowledgeable concerning
firearms, hunting and shooting; and
interested in teaching hunter safety,
contact Theron D. Carroll, Hunter
Safety Coordinator, Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department, John H.
Reagan Building, Austin, Texas
78701. An application-examination
blank will then be sent to you.

If you are interested in attending
a hunter safety course, contact your
local game management officer for
the name of an instructor in your
area.

Let's make this year's hunting
season a safe one for everyone. **
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Live-firing on an approved range under
the supervision of a certified instructor
will allow the student to put into prac-
tice the knowledge acquired in a volun-
tary safety training class. It's the only
practical way to tell if the student has
learned how to handle the gun safely,
aim the weapon correctly, squeeze the
trigger properly and hit a target
accurately.

Oex AFIA S T E ICALLIN ALL OUT S Ta~t s r GMembe h !ion
fA /" Organized 1919 AFFILIATED W TH THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

CALLING ALL OUTDOORSM EN -- TsP, 4 Seeks Your Membership!
In the interest of the general public, to pro-note better spor:s-
man-landowner relations, to represent youi ir_ public matters, and
to foster public sentiment favorable to :he shorting sports, we
seek your membership. Conservation, wildlife and its envir:n-
ment ecology, law and order- ll pressing issues of our time
can :se dealt with only through the unified voice anc action of
concerned citizens. Through your membership, in the 'Ieoas State
Rifle Association, you can stay informed ard be represented in
such matters.

Organized in 1919, the purpose of the Association, then and n:w.
is clearly stated in our cons-itution and by~aws-
"... the objects of th:s Associaticn shall be ' educate the youth
of this State in marksmanship; to eicoarage ma-ksmansip .
throughout 'he State of Texas artong all classes of citizens, both
as x sport and for the purposes o,= qualifying as finished mar.as-
men those individuals who may be called c.pon to serve in time of

TSRA MEU1BEW'S PLEDGE
I certify that I am not now and never have been a memter o` any organizat cn which hay
as aly part of its program t'e attempt to overthrow the government of the United S ater
by force or violeicn; that I have never been convicted of a cime of violerce and that i=
admitted to membership in the Texas State Rifle Association I wil fulfill the obliga-ions
of gooc' sportsmanship, and uphold the Const tltion of ti. United States arc the Seconc
Amendment thereto.

NAM=

ADDFESS _

CITY. STATE.

ZIP CODE.

war; to encourage competition in marksmanship between indi-
viduals and teams in all parts of the State of Texas; to hold one
annual competition for each branch on behalf of the Texas State
Rifie Association and to declare championships in all divisions;
to encourage legislation for the furtherance of ideals and pur-
poses of the National Rifle Association; to combat all unfavor-
able laws against such purposes and ideals; to encourage the
building of suitable ranges; to secure the issuance of arms and
ammuniticn to practice on such ranges; and to create a public
sentiment for the encouragement of rifle practice both as a sport
and as a necessary means of National Defense." To these princi-
pies we shall be absolutely devoted.

Each year, each member receives the "Snortin' Bull" decal
with his membership, along with quarterly issues of the TSRA
"Sportsman." Periodically and as required, the TSRA publishes
special bulletins of interest to its members. For example, the
TSRA arranged for the mailing to sportsmen throughout the
state of ever 70,000 bulletins concerning legislation pending
before the 62nd Texas Legislature. Additionally, the TSRA en-
c~urages hunter safety programs and seeks to pass along to
younger hunters the skills and high ethical standards of sports-
manship essential to a true outdoorsman. We take pride in our
high standards, and our assistance to the Texas Legislature is a
matter of public record.

Jues are $3.00 annually, and memberships run from January first
h-ough the following December 31st. We urge you to join your fellow

Texans and be a member of this honorable organization. You'll be
gIrd you cid.

'Please allow 45 days to process your application.)

Make Checks Payable To: TEXAS STATE RIFLE ASSOCIATION
Ma't Application and $3.00 Membership Dues To:
TEXAS STATE RIFLE ASSOCIATION
Lafe R. Pfeifer, Secretary, P.O. Drawer 34809, Dallas, Texas 75234
(Your ZIP code is an essential part of your address. Without it, your application
cannot be processed.)
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HUNTERS
The ONLY Deer Stand For You!

- .

C. E. BLACKWELL

Stands 12 Feet High
Swivels 3600

Weighs about 30 lbs.

EASY TO CARRY
Sets up quick & quiet

ALL STEEL
CONSTRUCTION

ONLY 595
Contact

942 Allen St.. 625-7816
Home phone 625-0149

NEW BRAUNFELS, TEXAS
In Austin, Contact CHARLIE STARK, Phone 836-8983

Equip your vehicle now with a
WARN Winch. Anytime you have
a pulling job, freeing a bogged
down vehicle in the boondocks,
snaking in a heavy load in a pick-
up, jeep, camper or truck, it's a
breeze with a WARN Winch. When
you go to the rough places, get
back sure with a Warn Winch.

Now see the new Model
8200 do-it-all! Develops
8,000 pounds pull on a
single line. Operates on 12
volt battery . . .power in or
power out. Fits all 2 or 4
wheel vehicles and is trans-

S`ferable one to another.
Model 8000 pulls in only.
There's a complete selec-
tion of Warn Winches priced
from $132.90.

~ v We also carry a full line of
-p hubs for all types of four-

wheel drive vehicles and
safety alarms.
For literature on Warn
Winches and Hubs, safety
alarms . . .call or write

CO.1515 Rogers St., San Antonio, Tex. 78208
Dealer inquiries invited

AUTOMATIC FEEDER
MODEL DF-1

Its square-not round like a berrel-be-
cause it is designed and fabricated =or one
specific purpose. Model DF-1 Fo ds 300
pounds of corn and stands on fcer legs.
Constructed of heavy gauge galvanized
steel. Lockable door to controls ard battery.
Feed the amount you want w.h=n you
want. DF-1 comes complete with ~ 2 volt
dry battery and the DFT-1 Automat c Timer.
Extension pipe legs are not included.

AUTOMATIC TIMER
MODEL DFT-1 (PAT. PEND.I

Hundreds of feeders already in the field do
not function properly because of irefficient
and unreliable timing mechanis-i,. The
DFT-l Automatic Timer can rejuvect= these
feeders and make them dependals. easily
operable units. Jeweled 24 Fogr clock
movement. Electronic circuitry for precise
feeding cycles. Up to eighteen operationss
per day. No flashlight batteries or photo
cells. Adjustable from 0-30 seconds Twelve
volt D. C. Automatic or manual operation.
Simple to program. By far the fines battery
powered timer made.

12 months warranty. Free brochure. Dealer
franchises.

SWEENEY INSTRUMENTS
WELFARE, TEXAS 78036

(512) 537-4244
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E.N.DEAN SUPPLY
512-226-8231
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TEXAS HUNTER©®
For Safety and Comfort!

FOR THE HUNTER SWIVEL
ON THE MOVE jARM CHAIR

hunter to
move from one location to an l- ,aluminum
other with ease. The stand isand wood chair is extra
fabricated of aluminum with strong and roomy, with
handle for easy carrying. The seat is fabr coated ol a urt
inum and wood with gun rest and silent 360 deg ee

swivel. Stand is shipped assembled the seat kaock ed Designed for use in the
down. Complete on 10' stand 44 lbs. $89.00. enclosed blind. $16.00.

]

\ -

Warm, Dry ENCLOSED DEER BLINDS
feature rigid steel frame construction, galvanized metal
roof, 1/4" tempered masonite sides and 3/4" plywood
floor. Steel ladder to free-sliding dco- and safety hand-
bar at left side allows easy entrance and exit. Improved
shooting ports on all four sides provide comdle:e visi-
bility. Bypassing glass sections and ;anels are i., divided
channels of non-warp, extruded aluminurr. Inside heig-i:
of both blinds 6'3". Blinds may be used on ground or cr
Texas Hunter's portable, rugged all-steel towers. Shippec
knocked down.

$ 98.00
$145.00
$192.00
$258.00

SIAMESE BLIND L' x 8'
Without Towe- $179.C0
on 10' Tower $250.,0
on 15' Tower $345.0

vLr

SWIVEL
"HIGH CHAIR"

Weather-and-sun protected
observation chair enables
full view of hunting area.
Silent, 360-degree turn-seat,
aluminum framework. Side
arm rests. Front safety bar
provides gun rest. All-steel
stand, wide base spread
for extra safety. Shipped
knocked down.

ON 10' STAND, $89.00
ON 15' STAND, $125.00

SPrices FOB Sn Antonio, plus 5% sales tax. * Discmnt on quantity purchases.
` -s * Special un ts designed anc fabricated on request,

1 .
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SINGLE BLIND 4' x 4'
Without Tower
on 10' Tower
on 15' Tower
on 20' Tower

SECRETS! --

a p ? eM

-- , is

I .II s7R eiret-, tha~t lo.Its II ll' 1ilcy~re in, thitt
[ inating, unusual look the 11.A \ A H l' A T'rapping Guile.

all b,out ani,als andl things animual do. It tells low to trap
r(1 5 urll, too ... I'nce list (or trups, cages 'n everything

i nllel Thlis greaIt Vlook is. FIREE .ini we'll itke 7usa

to get ssuur opy dt sonr- \' itr for itlsa tr, luy. llrees

HAVAHART, 149 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 10562
l'Irl~e e enullfree trapptingguille :lull re it

I.,

ENJOY THE
. HUMMINGBIRD

Attract one of nature's
most beautiful sights by fill-
ing these weather-proof pyrex
tubes with sugar-water or NECTAR FOOD
and hanging them on branches.
Send check or money order to:
Martell Distributing Company Dept. 1
3410 Noble St.
Houston, Texas 77026

Enclosed please find $
Please send me the following:

.(No. 469) Hummer Feeder(s) @ $1 each

(No. 470) Nectar Food @ $ .69 each
NAME

ADDRESS

Texas Residents add 5/ Sales Tax

BUR N H AM'S
NEW CATALOG
CALL YOUR GAME UP CLOSE
- varmints, crows, deer,

:i, elk. Hand & electronic
x calls, tapes. New Red Beam

eo n . & Scope Lites. Guaranteed
swoTztF's to work or money back 64

""I d pages of hunting, fishing,asen% outdoor needs! For calling
- story booklet, send 35t.

Catalog is FREE-write now!

P.O. Box E-112-CT ,Marble Falls, Texas 78654
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Millions of words have been written
over the years about top-water lures
and how to fish them, so this may seem
a bit repetitious to old-time lure users.
But since each year brings another
group of novice fishermen into the
ranks, the story bears repeating again.

One of the first requirements for
using top-water lures, or any lures for
that matter, is the ability to cast
accurately. The fisherman must be able
to drop the lure exactly where he wants
to take advantage of brush piles, rocks,
logs and stumps which provide cover
for game fish. Since accuracy is so
important, time spent practicing in the
yard with a hookless casting plug until
the plug consistently lands on target is
well invested.

Another requirement is alertness at
all times. The fisherman must learn to
keep his eyes constantly on the lure
during the retrieve because a bass
striking a plug hits and releases it in
a flash. It takes quick reflexes to set
the hooks, and a little twitch of the rod
tip won't bury the barbs in the hard
mouth of a bass.

There are seven commonly known
types of top-water lures. The popper,
with a cupped head, which makes a
popping noise when retrieved; the
chugger, with a sloping head, which
makes a "chugging" noise; the shal-
low-runner which floats when still, but
dives under the surface when retrieved;
the stick which has little or no action
and must be worked by the fisherman;
the puddlers which wobble along the
surface; the tail spinner which gener-
ally floats at a 45-degree angle and kicks
up its tail when the rod tip is twitched;
and the crippled minnow, a torpedo-
shaped lure with a propeller front and
back which produce a purring sound
in the water.

Although the size, type and color may
vary, top-water lures can be used in
both fresh and salt water. Black bass
and white bass are the major freshwa-
ter fish which strike these lures, but an
occasional crappie, bream, channel
catfish or blue catfish will be caught.
The spotted weakfish (trout), redfish
(channel bass), tarpon and snook along
with others can be taken in saltwater.

Far be it from me to try to tell another
fisherman which color or which type
of lure is best. We all have our favor-
ites, but remember that fishing is not
an exact science. The lure which was
hot on one fishing trip may not produce
a strike the next time out. Don't be
afraid to experiment with the different
kinds and colors.

Experimenting should not be limited
just to the selection of the lures. The

more ways a fisherman can figure out
to retrieve his lure, the more effective
his fishing will be. As a rule, top-water
lures are fished slowly in calm water
and fast and with lots of splashing in
wind-roughened waters.

In one slow method of retrieving, the
lure is cast high and allowed to enter
the water without making a big splash.
To accomplish this, draw the tip of the
rod backward as the lure hits the water.
Take up the slack, but don't move the
lure for a minute or more. Now, make
the lure wiggle a bit by jiggling the rod
tip. Take up the slack, let the lure rest
again and repeat the wiggle. Continue
the cycle until the lure is back to the
boat or snatched up by a tempted fish'.

Accuracy of casting comes into the
picture at this point. The lure should
be cast several times into the same spot,
and if no strikes occur, the cast should
be moved a few feet to either side. In
this way, a whole area can be fished
thoroughly. Once a strike is made, cast
several times to that same spot.
Chances are that if one bass is present,
there will be others.

If the water is a little choppy, vary
the slow method. When the lure strikes
the water after the cast, jerk the rod
hard to make a big splash and lots of
noise. Take up the slack fast and jerk
the lure for another splash or two.
Repeat this process until the lure has
traveled about 15 or 20 feet, then let
it sit still for a minute. Retrieve the rest
of the distance to the boat with the slow
method.

One of the easiest retrieves is the
popping or chugging method. As soon
as disturbance from the lure hitting the
water disappears, pop it with a hard
jerk. Take up the slack quickly and
repeat the pop. A mild pop is made with
an upward movement of the rod tip,
and a loud pop with a sharp downward
jerk. Continue popping the lure back
to the boat or vary the retrieve by
allowing the lure to rest a minute half-
way to the boat.

Disputes arise between fishermen
concerning the frequency of the pop.
Some claim that popping too often
spooks the fish instead of attracting
them. They feel that the fisherman
should wait until the ripples made by
popping the lure have completely van-
ished before popping again. Others
think that the more noise the better.
Experiment and draw your own con-
clusions.

Fishermen sometimes like to slide or
skip the lure across the top of the water.
To accomplish this action, as the lure
travels through the air, follow through
with the rod tip so that when the lure
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hits the water, the rod is pointing at
it. As soon as the lure hits, pull the rod
tip up and reel as fast as possible. This
will cause the lure to skip along the top
of the water. After the lure has traveled
15 to 20 feet, let it come to a stop.
Quickly take up the slack, point the rod
tip at the lure and jerk the rod to cause
the lure to dig into the water and make
a lot of noise. Let the lure rest a minute
before repeating the cycle. Fishermen
claim this method will bring those
lunkers up from deep water.

The whip retrieve is basically a rod
action and works well with the "stick"
lures which have little or no action of
their own. Follow through on the cast
and point the rod tip horizontally at
the lure. Now pull the rod quickly in
a 90-degree arc to the side of the body.
When the rod stops, quickly take up
the slack and move the rod back to
point at the lure. Repeat the cycle of
whipping and reeling to give the lure
a rhythm of darting in a curved path
above and below the surface.

A retrieve which calls for a lot of
patience is known as the nodding
method. Any surface plug will do, but
best action is achieved with one which
has a weighted tail section and a pro-
peller in the rear. The face of the plug
should stick out of the water to resem-
ble a swimming frog resting on the
surface. Tip or nod the lure every few
minutes, but do not cause any forward
motion. After several nods and minutes
have passed, bring the lure forward a
few feet, let it stop and resume the
nodding action. It takes a long time to
retrieve a lure in this manner, but it
worries a cautious fish into striking.

Since the cripple' minnow has the

purring action of its propellers to
attract fish. the ways to retrieve it and
the combinations of retrieves are
limited only by the fisherman's imagi-
nation. An extremely slow but steady
retrieve can be used to lead the lure
around rocks or near brush in shallow
water. Combine a slow retrieve, a stop,
a fast retrieve and another stop for
different action. To make the lure surge,
rely on the rod tip. Point the rod at the
lure while reeling, and then pull the rod
tip to the side to cause the surge. Reel
fast to take up the slack, point again
at the lure and repeat the surge being
careful to keep the lure moving at all
times. The gentle jiggle of the rod tip
in the slow-method retrieve will not
only cause this lure to wiggle, but will
also cause the spinners to lazily turn
and flash without splashing the water.

The shallow-runner combines top-
water as well as underwater action.
Fish this type of lure slowly and twitch
the rod tip slightly to make the lure
move from side to side. Let it rest a
minute and repeat the action. Then give
the lure a jerk with the rod tip held
down near the water's surface. This
action causes the lure to dig and run
underwater. Reeling fast at this point
will keep the lure underwater, making
it dart from side to side and swim with
an erratic action. When it has traveled
15 feet or so underwater, stop reeling
and allow the lure to rise to the surface.
Let it rest a minute, twitch the rod tip
and repeat the cycle.

Although it is not considered a top-
water lure, no article on top-water
fishing would be complete without
mentioning the spoon. The type of
spoon used for top-water fishing has

a single upright hook with a weed
guard, and most fishermen add a com-
mercial pork rind strip on the back to
help keep the lure on the surface.

Retrieve the spoon as slowly as pos-
sible, but fast enough to keep it on the
surface. This lure is deadly when fished
over weed beds, moss or lily pads.
When the lure comes to a clear area
in the vegetation, stop reeling and allow
it to sink a bit to tempt a hungry bass
to leave the sheltering weeds. If one
does not respond, resume the retrieve
until another clear area appears and
repeat the action.

Now that you know a few ways to
fish top-water lures, here's a few sug-
gestions on when and where.

The late spring and late fall months
usually produce the best action, and the
last two hours before dark are consid-
ered the most productive in the fall.
When fishing in the early morning, late
evening or on cloudy days, watch the
water's surface for signs of leaping,
darting bait fish or the wakes and
swirls of the big fish chasing them. This
will show you where to cast to get in
on the action. Since feeding bass often
move into the shallow waters on cloudy
days, the lake's lee shore may be pro-
ductive.

During the summer months, night
fishing brings results. Many fishermen
claim that a moonless night is best; but
try different types of nights and draw
your own conclusions. Listen for the
disturbances made by feeding fish and
try to place your cast in the general
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1. Slasher
PICO Lures

2. Dirtybird
Whopper Stopper, Inc.

3. Jointed Jitterbug
Fred Arbogast Company

4. Spinstick
Bomber Bait Company

5. Jitterbug
Fred Arbogast Company

6. Side-Shad
PICO Lures

7. Sputterbug
Fred Arbogast Company

8. Blue Mullet Wobbler
Rapala

9. Hawaiian Wiggler
Fred Arbogast Company

10. Hellcat
Whopper Stopper, Inc.

11. Hula Popper
Fred Arbogast Company

12. Hellraiser
Whopper Stopper, Inc.

13. PICO Pop
PICO Lures
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area. Br'inlg ytourtt boat in close and cast
parallel to the shore. This xvili help
prevent getting tangled up on a dark
eight.

Lures that splash. pop. chug, purr or
wobble are good for night fishing: and
according to night fishermen, black
ones are best. Remember to keep the
line tight at all times because a bass
can spit a lure in a hurry if the line
is slack. The hooks must be set in the
dark, so listen for the splash at your
lure.

Once your eves have become accus-
tomed to the dark. try not to use a
flashlight or lantern because the light
mayi spook the fish, and xw-ill blind you
until your eves can adjust to the dark
again. However. sometimes a light is
absolutely necessary xw-hen night fishing.;
produces a surprise. Reports have it
that snapping turtles, owxls and at least
one mad muskrat have mistaken top-
xw"ater lures for choice food items. and
I wouldn't advise trying to release one
of these creatures xxithout adequate
light.

Since you noxx know how. when and
where to fish top-water lures, it's up
lto xiou to) find them. (Gootd lu:k! **

MAKES' GUIDE TO U.S.
CANOE TRAILS

B}
Jarmesr C.

Mlakens, Ph.D.
LeVoyageur,

Paper
X4.95

Alphabetical, descriptive list of about 900
canoe trails, from Brushy Creek, Ala., to
Snake Rig er, Wyo., with 14 waters in
Texas; a bibliography of references, also
names and addresses of guides, profes-
sional and amateur. The first of other
editions promised by Dr. Afakens. Recom-
mended by 11"ld ress C.unping.

-- - - -- -- - - - - --
Order from:

KfrY:fARK BOOK SERVICE
P.O. Box 5126

Austin, Texas 78763
Please send ___ copies of
MfAKENS' GUIDE TO U.S.

CANOE TRAILS
at 54.95 plus 50¢ for

tax & mailing cost.
Name -- -- -

Address_ - -__ -

City, Street.
Z ip - - - -- - -
Enclosed is .. _ - __, check or
money order, or charge to
Q Bank Americard
Account No.. _. .__-____

(-

-

Any 22worth shooting
is worth aWeaver.

- t r Mcunt a D4,
A ,6. orVariable

V22 on you

y , ; rifle. Find

out how much
be:ter it can shoot

-, -, : with a ittle -elp from a

Weaver-Scope. All t aree models
` are accurate, dependable, and

easy to use. Each comes equipped
with mounts yoJ can nstall in rrin-

utes, without tools, en factory-grocved
receivers. Prices start at just $1C.95.

That's not much to pay fcr the real thing.

EAVE , CoPES

Write for a tree catalog: W. R. Weaver Company, Dept. 34 ,El P. cc, Taxas 79915.

LIVE- >

TRAPS y/ft for _ ''I;Low as $4.95
FREE CATA..oG

Traps without injury squirrels, chipmunks, rabJits, mink,
fox, raccoons, stray animals, pets, etc. Sizes for every neec.
Also traps for fish, sparrows, pigeons, tu-tles, quail, etb.
Save on our low factory prices. Send no roney Write fcr
free catalog and trapping secrets. MUSTANG MFG. CO -

Dept.N3? Box 103so, Iooston, 'Tex. ;;st

RED SNAPPER FISHING
Muchowich Party Boats Inc.

Let experts take you to the snapper banks
for a day cf fishing. Vleet at the Mucho sich
Party Boats Inc. Dock in Freeport at 2 a.m.
and return at about 5 p.m $20 takes you
to the banKS and includes bait, .Another $3
and your tackle is furnished. Bring your own
food and d-inks.

For information call: Houston-225-3497
or Freeport-233-1 E11 or Write: P.O. Box
1147, Freeport, Texas 77541.

VARMINT CALLING TAPES
N . Exciting Action' 37 d different authen-
ORDEP tic game calling g tapes fcr portable

l' T recorders. Resu ts Guaranteed. Yourg
TODAi rabbit 3" ree $2.95 - 5" $3.95.

t Auxiliary speaers avail. write for
Paid FREE CATALOG.

All electronic callers available
I' BURNIAM BROTHERS,

Box 101, Dept E-112-R, Marble Falls, Te:<as 78654

S et o r Teck e u rro tli e i n M in ut e s;

TROTLINE E
FISHING SECRETS . wt-.n by s.erth.
How, when where to set tr~line, illustrated. Sait

lows, cockle Send 254 for mailing cost.

xlAWRENl MFG (0 DEPT T, P0 B3(3837, 3AltAS 'EX 75708j

SFEED-A5 LL
Garr E-p roo', 5-gallon
feeder dispenses dryC grain and pellets. Self
operatec tby breeze;
on y one moving part.
Simile contro cone
adjusts opening to dis-
pense and provide pos-
itive control of low of
;arices types of feed.
Rusi-res stant steel
construction. 36.95
prepa d plus Sp tax.

'=r ,2 372.334

See your deate- or crder direct from:
P. D. Box 5087

9 San Antcnio, Texas 78201
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Featured in the above two pictures are
black-headed grcsbeaks, found
throughout West Texas and the

Panhandle. The more colorful is the
male of the species. Considered a

summer resident of the state, thEre is
no question as to why the male flue

grosbeak (upper right) was so namred.
Perched in the leafless brar ches of a

tree, the male rosebreas t (lower right)
surveys his territory. Two male

evening grosbaaks (extreme right)
present a front and back view of their

colorful plumcge. With their
coloration and songs, all grosbeaks

are welcome visitors tc our state.
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grosbeaks
Vivid coloring gives an almost trop-
ical appearance to the rose-
breasted, black-headed, blue and
evening grosbeaks.

These colorful members of the
Frigillidae family of birds, which
also includes cardinals, finches,
sparrows and buntings, are
obviously seed-eaters because of
their short, stout bills. They do,
however, vary their diets with
insects and wild fruit. Grosbeaks
are readily attracted to home feed-
ers with seeds, and are especially
fond of sunflower seeds.

Rich, pleasing songs are produced
by these birds, and upon hearing
the rose-breasted grosbeak in 1834,
Audubon described it in this man-
ner: "The evening was calm and
beautiful, the sky sparkled with
stars. ... Suddenly there burst on
my soul the serenade of the Rose-
breasted bird, so rich, so mellow,
so loud in the stillness of the night,
that sleep fled from my eyelids.

Never did I enjoy music more."
The rosebreast prefers wood-

lands and thickets for its habitat
and builds its saucerlike nest of
twigs and weeds five to 10 feet
above the ground. Open woodlands,
orchards or streamside thickets are
choice sites for the black-headed
grosbeak. Habits of these two spe-
cies are similar, and when their
ranges overlap, they sometimes
hybridize. Both parents share in the
incubation of the eggs.

The blue grosbeak breeds mainly
in the southern states in fields over-
grown with brambles, streamside
thickets, orchards or house shrub-
bery. The female builds the nest
and incubates the eggs, but the male
assists in feeding to the young.

A shallow nest 20 to 60 feet from
the ground on a horizontal limb
serves as home for the evening gros-
beak. The female of this species
incubates her eggs alone.

All four species are migrant visi-

tors to our state. The evening gros-
beak is an irregular winter visitor
to West Texas and the Panhandle
area. It occasionally shows up in
the Edwards Plateau region. From
April to October, the blue grosbeak
makes its home in Texas and is
considered a summer resident of
the state. The blackhead and rose-
breast both visit Texas from April
to May and September to October.
The rosebreast is found throughout
eastern and coastal Texas and less
frequent in the central part of the
state. The bird occasionally moves
west to the Panhandle and south
to the Staked Plains. The black-
head, on the other hand, breeds in
the mountains of the Trans-Pecos
and is found throughout West
Texas and the Panhandle. It occa-
sionally strays into Central Texas
and the coastal region.

Wherever these birds are found,
they add beauty and song to the
surrounding area. **

Reagan Bradshaw

NOVEMBER 1972
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HUNTERS WON'T
BELIEVE ME..
'til they try my new game calling

sounds and instructions!

EXOTIC GAME FOR STOCKINGCal
and All Year Trophy Hunting

Exotic breecs from Asia, Africa aic Japan available for Spring and Fall 1972 de very i c

the S~uthwest Guaranteed too qLality gamE,2|| :reeds Well adapted :o TSas slo4t grass
ranges. Hurt n;: 10 guaranleec trophies du- ng 1972.

AXIS DEER FA..LOW DEER
MOUFLON SHEEP 1PPA

EUROEAN RED STAG
AESE SIKA )EER

ELACKBJCK ANTELOPE
ADUDAD SHEEP SAMBAF

THESE EXOTIC EFEEDS ALSO AVA .ABLE JN SPECIAL OFDEF

SITATUNCA e LAND * 4 HORNE[ SHEEP " ELK
CCRSICAN RAMS * EARASING-IA

Call a I birds and animals w th the best
calling sounds in the world. Male the
right scunds arnd deer almost run ove-
you . . . foxes, bobcats, coyotes, wolves,
coons come close, day or night, yea-
'round! Cros, owls, hawks and other
birds w II fly within a few feet.

SEND NO MONEY!
I'll send FREE information with i'otos
of widli~e called close. Serd me you"
name, address and zip code today. A
card 5,:r letter will do.

Johnny Stewart
Box 75L , Oept. PW 112 Waco, Texas 7671:3

THE WORLD FAMOUS

PATIO GAME RANCH
P. O. BOX 21100 " SAN ANTON.O, TEXAS 78221 * 512 WA .-3411

NEW LEHMAN

AlUTOMATIC FEEDER
Fishermen • Hunters • Birdwatchers
1. New 2r--Four 4-jewel rnoveme,t.

2. Feec ane or -nore times cay or night any
selected time regularly unattended.

3. Cistribules feed 25 to 75 ft. - depending
on instal aticn height. Install suspencec -
or on pipe legs.

4. Operates on 6 volt dry cell - 2 to 6 mos.

5. Capacity 250 and 1,000 lb. sizes.

Wri'e fcr Free Brochure

LEHMAN EQUIPMENT C0.
Route 3, Box 5-3, Corpss Christi, Texas 78415

"NO
GAME

NO
PAY"

BLACK BUC:K

ANTELOPE

SAFARI STYIE HUNTING
* OVER 125 SQUARE MILES

GAME FROM FCUR CONTINENTS

EXCE.LENT MEA.S, LODGING

CUSTOMER ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAd.

CALL OR WRITE TODAY

R ANCH
BOX 220, MOUNTAIN HOME, TEXAS 7EC58

Te eohone (51 2) 654-2074

TEXAS PARKS AND W LDLIFE
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Cget down!7
Now hunters can stay warm in any weather

C with lightweight goosedown clothing
0. ! from Wilderness Equipment Inc.
- Down/nylon clothing is extremely

lightweight and compactable. Down
) 0 - offers the broadest temperature
O range and is the best se "

o cy) insulation avail-_ 1 able. Wilderness
C 0) I Equipment offers the
C best selection of down

E equipment in Texas. Parkas,
- sweaters, booties, mitts, vests,

& sleeping bags. If you want to H hunter's
+- stay warm, get on down to

Wilderness Equipment, Inc.-
__. and GET DOWN! C o b o

m d A By Betty Melville
Wilderness Equipment Inc. Former high altitude test cook for

C) U U rnp Betty Crocker
. 591 Town & Country Village (Ma/I of Fountains) Houston 77024

3 Z 638 Westbury Square / Houston, Texas 77035 / (713) 721-1530 A collection of over two
hundred recipes for wild game
including Barbary Sheep, Ante-

"CATFISH FARMING HANDBOOK" SNAKE REPELLENT lope, Grouse, Pheasant, Buf-
by Jerry Mack SAERPLETPl,Ek er aeia ps

This valuable reference book covers 4 POUND BAG TREATS 1400 SO. FT. falo, Elk, Bear, Javelina, Opos-
Production. Financing. Disease Control. $4.95 POST PAID (NO C.O.D s) sum, and Raccoon. Dozens of
Marketing. and all other phases of this USE ON CAMPSITES, BLINDS new recipes for Deer, Squirrel,
dynamic new agri-business industry UNDER MOBILE HOMES Rabbit, Quail, Goose, Duck512 95 hardcover postpaid SATISFACTION GUARANTEED Turkey, o c ry

AGRIBOOKS VICKERS INDUSTRIAL COATINGS cook will find delicious and
Box 500t- T co ilfn eiiu n
San Angelo, Texas 76901 5607 RANSOM HOUSTON, TEXAS 77017 easy to prepare.

Special sections on field
BR Ddressing, meat processing, and

Chandler Kennels, on D o G te rgest nthebusinessIoffers LLANO COUNTY LEASES carcass charts inform the hunt-
to you for your selection over 100 top trained POINTERS, Excellent hunting available for season, week, er of the best ways to prepare
SETTERS&BRITTANIES.These dogsareall registered out or weekend. Individual postures with cabins
of top blood lines. We guarantee all our dogs as advertised and/or campsites for each group. Deer, Tur- wild game meat before It even
to suit you, the Hunter. Also puppies & started dogs key, Dove, Ouail, Hogs. Reservar ions accepted reaches the kitchen. Canning

Call write. or come by now at reasonable prices.
CHANDLER KENNELS BEN A. WALLIS & SON methods are discussed as well

P.O. Box 1011, La Porte, Tex. LLANO TEXAS 78643 as sauces, stuffings, herbs,
Call: Area Code 713-GR 1-4023 •

Hollen Chandler-Owner (915) 247-5207 spices, and wines, and the old
style recipes for jerky and In-
dian pemmican are provided.

THE HUNTER'S COOKBOOK
is a culinary reference book for

____.___ - the true sportsman which no
_ _ - _hunter-or hunter's wife-

should be without.

.:: ,~~~ -- .-

Little House Press
4300 SHOALWOOD
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78756

Please accept my order for
copies of THE

HUNTING TOP HUNTER'S COOKBOOK at
$7.95 per copy. I am adding

•Non-corrosive lightweight aircraft aluminum alloy. 40 for postage and handling.
• Converts to luggage carrier in 10 minutes. Shown at right. Texas residents add 5% sales
• Available with adapters for all types of vehicles (Blazer, Bronco, Scout, tax.

Standard Jeep, etc.) NAME
PRICE - $824.00 STREET

(Seats not included in price)

ORCOTEX INC. CITY
P. 0. Box 1246, LaPorte, Texas - Phone 713-782-4983 STATE ZIP
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Whether historian, naturalist,
photographer, anthropologist or

just plain tourist, visitors to the
Monahans Sandhills State Park
are intrigued by the recreation

and camping areas, the
interesting plant and animal

adaptations such as the mature
trree-foot havard oak (page 26,

top right) or maybe just the sand
itself. Crinkled sand at right was
caused by the sun's evaporation

of water from a shallow
depression. The park is a

pleasant place to visit
year-round because winter

afternoons are unseasonably
warm and the early mornings

and late afternoons are cool in
the summer.
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and more sand
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Monahans Sandhills
State Scenic Park

by Ed Dutch

There is a mystique about Mona-
hans Sandhills State Park that

' beckons visitors year round. Some
may question the sanity of people
who drive hours in the hot sun to
spend an afternoon on the dunes
of the "Sahara of the Southwest."
But once they visit the area them-
selves, they no longer have any
questions.

Maybe the answer is in the howl
of the lonely coyote as he sits upon
the crest of one of the wind-sculp-
tured dunes silhouetted by eerie
moonlight. It could be the fascinat-
ing adaptations of plant and animal
life to desert habitat, or maybe the
sight of sand, sand and more sand.
For the younger group, it may only
be playing an afternoon football
game in the soft sand or sand-surf-
ing down the face of a 50-foot dune.

Located on U.S. Highway 80-
Interstate Highway 20, five miles
northeast of the city of Monahans
and less than an hour's drive west
of Midland, the park is more than
just a 3,840-acre sandpile. The
wind-blown sands are constantly
changing and occasionally reveal
remnants of an intriguing past.

The pure sand which stretches
for miles north and south of the
park is believed by geologists to
have been eroded from a sand-

stone formation and collected by

the Permian Sea that covered this
area during most of prehistoric
time. As the sea receded, the sand
drifted in the wind and accumu-
lated.

It is difficult to believe that at one
time in history, during the late

: - Pleistocene period, the area was a
land of lakes and streams where

` Mammoth creatures roamed freely,
hunted by primitive men with stone

Bil Reaves
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weapons. However, fossilized skel-
etons of prehistoric elephants and
weapons uncovered by the wind
evidence the theory.

Even tho Jch the area has a
desert appearance, water remains
in the sand ills even throughout
the dry season. The clay-hardpan
under the sanc :raps the water and
creates clear pools between dunes
devoid of vegetat on. This perma-
nent water supply provided the
means for subsistence for many
primitive tribes

In the sandhills is situated one
of the most unusual oak forests in
North America. When you look at
a clump of the "havard oak" trees
which seldom exceed 30 inches in
height, it is cuite d f icult to realize
you're in the rricdle of a forest.

The late Dr. Roy Bedichek once
wrote of the lo-est in adventuress
with a Texas Naturehst:

"I found myself in the midst of
a miniature forest of oak and mes-
quite. Each dune is crowned by an
oak tree, 10) to 24 inches tall,
loaded with acorns. Interspersed
among the oaks anc towering
above them s scrub mesquite,

heavy with clusters of long, yello-
wish beans hanging nearly to the
ground.

"I venture the stalemen:, without
research, that in no other forested
secticri, the Amazon Valley not
excepted, is mere to be fond a
higher proporlio, of fruit to wood
than in this Lil ipJtion jungle in the
northern par: of Ward county.
Vegetatively considered, it is as
much a natu-al curiosity as -he
Painted Deser: or the wonder areas
of Yellowstone.

"Dr. B. C. Tharp informs -ne tiat
the little oak (Quercus havardiii is
confined to the sardy south p gains
of Texas anc of eastern N~ew Mex-
ico. Rarely reaching to a ieigh-t of
30 inches, its slender stems arise
from a thick roolste ck buried our
to eight inches belcw the surface.
It bears a fat ecorr nearly an irch
long and more :han a hal= an inch
thick. Thus the old proverb 'C-eat
oaks =rom I t-le acorns grow' is
reversed in this tcpsy-turvy land
where only rriniature oaks from
giant acorns g-cw."

The oaks a-e large in one re-
spect. Their roots may stretch as far

as 90 feet into the sand in search
cf water

The park is an ideal setting for
family and group picnics, if you like
the sin and sand. Some shelters
a-e located among the many bar-
becue grills, picnic tables and
scenic areas. A windmill in the
recreation area provides cool water
for all visitors. Camping is permit-
ted in the park and restrooms are
available. Trailer campsites have
water and electrical hook-ups and
a trailer dJmp is also available.

Souvenirs may be purchased at
the park souvenir shop. a colorful
replica o- a western saloon. The
most pleasant activity i.s sitting in
the shade of the shop's wooden
porch and watching the excited
reactions of people returning rrom
a breath-taking dune-buggy ride.
Arrangements for this ride are
made at the shop.

If you can keep a feeling of
monotony from creeping into your
thoughts, the Monahans sandhills
a-e a fantastic place tc visit; and
if you can't make it soon, don't
worry-it's doubtful they'll ever
b ow away.

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE
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PORTABLE HUNTER'S STAND AND BLINDS

-,,..g ~

NEW!

Portable; k

Hunter's

Stand .

NEW HUNTER'S BOW STAND. 10 foot PORTABLE HUNTER'S STAND for the
stand can be set up in two minutes.

Weighs less than 40 lbs. $59.00.

Hunter's NEW ALL WEATHER BLINDS
on 10 foot and 15 foot scaffold type
tower. One man can set up in about
one hour's time.

Blind (4'x4'x6' 3") $95.00
With 10 foot tower $140.00
With 15 foot tower $175.00

NEW "PORTABLE BLIND"
Light weight total 70 lbs. Can be
assembled in 5 minutes
Dimensions - 4'x4' x 6' 3".
$97.50 F.O.B. San Angelo, Texas

discriminating sportsman who wants

greater hunting success as well as

comfort, pleasure and safety. Seven-

teen years of proven success.

Tubular steel construction with full

360° bannister gun rest for perfect

shots. Full view of game offers selec-
tion before killing. No odor when

above. Excellent for hanging game

while cleaning. Stand is light and

sturdy. Can be assembled or taken

down in three minutes for portability

from one location to another.

rV , {

Other uses: varmint coiling, photoga

phy, wildlife observation, viewing arc
judging sporting events.
10 ft. model with Fiberglass Svins
Seat as shown $79.50, 12 ft. $85.00
15 ft. $95.00. Other models anc se:t.
available. Canvas Windbreaker or
weather protection, $13.95.
All prices f.o.b. plus 5% sales tax.

For more information write or ca I 'or
free brochure.

HUNTER'S
EQUIPMENT MFG. CO.

P. O. Box 5254

PHONE: 653-526Q cr 949-6455
SAN ANGELO, TEXAS 76901

'' Texas Calendar 1973
This beautiful calendar contains 13 full

- 4 color Texas Scenics printed on heavy
gloss stock. The monthly calendar por-
tion provides daily note space, and
listings of all holidays. It is plastic

bound for easy use TEXAS CALENDAR
1973 MAKES A LOVELY GIFT ITEM.

Ask for them at your stationers or
order direct.

jP ease se'd (quantity) TEXAS CALENDARS 1973 ONLY
I $2.60 each (includes postage & applicable sales tax.)

Enclosed is $ Check_ Money Order in full pay-

ment Gift List enclosed_--

Name

I Address

I City State
Zip

j TEXAS CALENDAR INC. P.O. Box 9812, Austin, Texas 78757

O] 2

OER 50ODA

Exciting way to bag Bob Wajte Quail.
Call and locate coveys an: s angles with
this easy-to-use call. GJa-a teed to
work in any part of the country or your
muny back. Free st-uc-ins and
catalog included. SEND NSW.
SPECIAL OFFER FOX CCLL KIT:
Long and close range cal , t:truction
record (78 or 45 rpm). A $7 value,
ONLY $5.
NEW BOOKLET "Thri Is cf Game
Calling". Rare and ex tiig photos.
Send 35c.

BURNHAM BROTHERS
i P. . BO "-1-,M rl F ls ea 85

NOVEMBER 1972
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Printed in
Full Color
105/g" x 8"

ORDER \

TODAY /
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The Electric Winch,
perfected.

The Electric Winch fits neatly
on existing Jeep bumper-

bumper does not have to be
extended-winch does not

protrude. (Model 48112)

For 35 years, Koenig's automo-
tive PTO winches have been
rated tops in the industry. Now
we have perfected The Electric
Winch. It's The Electric Winch
by Koenig.

It provides you with sound
construc-ion and all the de-
sirable features you would
specify, such as 8,000 lbs. of
dependable pulling power, re-
versible 12-volt DC operation
-all in a completed package

including 150' cable and hook.
We invite you to compare

The Koenig Electric Winch with
others. You'll find that Koenig,
as always, provides a lot of
extra design features. There's
positive action touch control
for forward, off and reverse.
There's a drum clutch for free
spooling cable combined with
an optional worm brake for
your hoisting operations.
There's a double-solenoid

ELECTRONIC GAME FEEDER
Build your own game feeder with our pre-assembled
electronic Motor/Control. Control operates once or
twice a day with adjustable run time. Motor/Control
and construction plans only-$39.50 plus tax, post.

Brochure available.

JACKSON MANUFACTURING
P.O. Boxa 1216,

LaPorte, Texas 77571

assembly, mechanically inter-
locked to prevent damage due
to sticking contacts.

And to insure complete de-
pendability, battery connec-
tions are furnished for bolted
cable connections-instead of
the standard clamp-on adapt-
ers for both positive and nega-
tive cable.

Complete winch assembly includes
EC100 winch with 150' of N6" cable
with hook, channel bumper with
splash plates, 4-way cable guide roll-
er assembly, bolts and electrical hard-
ware. (Model 48100 for Chevrolet)

Write for complete details on
The Electric Winch by Koenig.
It's available for all trucks,
please include make and mod-
el of your vehicle.

Koenig Iron Works, Inc.
P. 0. Box 7726, Dept. TP-9
Houston, Texas 77007

Buy Decoys Direct
Duck and goose decoys. Buy direct and save. Send

for free catalog to:

Decoys
Rt. 11, Box 229-B, Houston, Texas 77016

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
FEEDERS for

Basic Feede ~ GAME.• FISH.• LIVESTOCK, .f a di Kit
Feeds daily anywhere at Dawn or Dusk or Both. Patented electronic timer,
photocell operated, battery-powered. Feeds at optimum times regardless of the
seasons for greatest effectiveness and feeding efficiency. Adjustable dispensing
rate and time. 110 volt A-C powered models also available.

Shipping Weight Price
Basic Feeder - Model PTF (Includes battery) 85 lbs. $139.50
Feeder Kit -- Model PTF K (includes battery, universal

funnel for 5 gal. cans and larger, complete
except for feed container) 20 lbs. $89.50

Pipe Leg Suspension -- Model PLS (As shown) 38 lbs. $10.00
Tripod-Winch Suspension-Model TWS (Not shown) 140 lbs. $69.50

Send for free brochure of complete line.

.YP` I Y ttan

SPE NCO, Inc. Ai ENEES
5911 Bullard Drive, Austin, Texas 78731 Phone 512/454-3355
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NWIt Uralist
Article by Ilo Hiller

Photographs by Martin T. Fulfer

Few individuals walking through a nature area are
aware of the many things in full view, much less the
features which require closer observation. As young
naturalists, you should become more aware of your
surroundings and strive to develop your powers of
observation.

What do you see when you look at a tree? If you view
it as a single object, you are missing a world of nature.
Take a closer look-really study the tree. Now what do
you see?

Perhaps closer observation has revealed a bird nest
on the high branch where a mother bird is feeding
her young; or a songbird hopping from limb to limb
pausing to fill the airwith his clear, melodious calls;
or a woodpecker busily searching for insects in the
bark crevices.

What is that on the underside of the lower branch?
Look, there it is again; a small tree lizard, so nearly the
color of the wood that it seems to disappear when still.
This protective camouflage helps conceal the lizard

from both its prey and the hungry predators which seek
it for food.

Look again. Do you see the web carefully placed
between those branches? In time an unwary insect will
blunder into the trap to provide a meal for the waiting
spider. However, the insect may not get past the tree
frog which is clinging to the side of that small limb.

Trees are not all alike nor do they contain the same
things. You may look closely and still see nothing, or
you may catch a glimpse of a squirrel scampering
through the branches. As you gaze intently into the
leaves, you may see the eyes of a creature curiously
gazing back at you.

If you become aware of the world of nature around
you, your curiosity may be aroused. You may begin
to wonder what kind of tree you were observing; which
species of birds were seen nesting, hopping from limb
to limb or gathering insects; which type of lizard was
hiding in the tree; what kind of spider had placed her
web between those branches; and which tree frog that
was and how could it cling to the side of that limb so
easily.

To help you identify the plants and animals you see
on your nature walk, there are many good field guides
available. For example, the Peterson Field Guide Series
includes A Field Guide to Trees and Shrubs by George
A. Petrides, A Field Guide to the Birds of Texas and
Adjacent States by Roger Tory Peterson, A Field Guide
to Reptiles and Amphibians by Roger Conant and A
Field Guide to the Insects of America North of Mexico
by Donald J. Borror and Richard E. White.

While making your nature walk, don't limit your
observations to trees and their contents. The ground
also has its story to tell. The passage of wildlife through
an area leaves its signs for all to see. Each species of
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animal gas its own distinct footprint, and by learning
to identify them, you will be able to tell which animals
have walked where you are walking. When the deer,
raccoon, opossum, bobcat and other animals come to
drink, theirtracks are recorded in the moist soil around
the water's edge.

A Field Guide to Animal Tracks by Olaus J. Murie will
help yoJ to identify the tracks you encounter on your
wa k. If you wish to preserve the tracks and start a
collection of them, plaster casts may be made. To do
this, first carefully clean the twigs and loose dirt from
the tracks. Cut the ends out of a tin can which is larger
than the track and cover the inside of the can with a

coating of va:Eeline to make removal of the cast easier.
Place the ca, over the track. Mix together plaster of
paris and water to a consistency of thick cream or
pancake batter. Pour it into the can about an nch thick
and let it dry -or an hour. Remove the cast from the
can, let it dry for another hour or so and then clean
it thoroughly with water to remcve all dirt. Allow the
cast to dry fcr two or three days before add ng a pro-
tective coating of shellac.

Whileyoureyesare busyobserving theworld around
you, your ears should be listening for the sounds of
nature. The call of a bird will pinpoint its location for
you. The steady drone of buzzing bees may lead you

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE
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Whether young naturalists
spend time looking at
mushrooms emerging
through pine-needle littered
earth; watching a spider as
it wraps a freshly-caught
insect; locating an empty
cicada shell still attached to
a tree; feeling the texture of
a purple berry; gathering a
pine cone; or investigating a
cave entrance, their
knowledge of the outdoors
will grow as their curiosity is
aroused on a nature walk.

to their nest. Hea-ilg the rustle of dead leaves cc'Jld
draw ycur attention :o an armad 1lo foraging for fcod,
a lizard scu-rying ic -safety or some other small wildlife
creature hurrying acou its daily business. These
sightings of wildlife could have been missed if yc'Jr
ears were not tuned in on tie sounds of nature.

Now :hat you a'e excited abo Jt gcing for a nature
walk to see what you can see, don't think that because
you have no little wooded p ace in the count-y you have
no place to go. Nothing cculd ba 'artherf-om the truth.
You can find that your backyarc or tie vacant lot on
the corner can be aGsc:inating if yc u lock and listen ha'd
enough.

Most slate parks have areas available for hiking and
exploriac and many have actual trails, some of which
have signs identifying the vegetation along the route.
If you are interested in the interpretive trails, you will
want to v sit Bentsen-Rio Grande, Caddo Lake, Hunts-
"ille, LBJ Meridian, Mission Tejas, Palmetto and Tyler.

Parks su:h as Abilene, Atlanta, Bastrop, Big Spring,
Daingerfield, Davis Mountains, Fort Parker, Garner,
Goliad, Martin Dies and Pedernales Falls have trails,
but the vegetation is not identified.

Sperd some time in the outdoors on a nature walk.
You may be surprised at the variety of living things you
wi I encounter.
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Aoudads

Palomar Knot D) Wit

I read with interest David Baxter's line or sh
article on knots which appeared in the
March 1972 issue, and would like to
pass along information on a new knot
that is taking hold in the Portland,
Oregon area. I first came in contact
with the "Palomar" knot through an
item in the March 1972 Outdoor Life,
and in the short time I have used it,
I find I like it better than the several
different "clinch" knots.

Robert J. Guild
Vancouver, Washington

Instructions for tying:
A) Pass line through eye of hook and

then return it through eye, leaving a
3- to 4-inch loop.

B) With thumb and finger of left
hand, hold lines and hook at eyes; with
right hand, grasp loop and tie overhand
knot.

C) Hold overhand knot with right
hand and with thumb and first finger
of left hand, reach through loop to grasp
hook; pull hook through loop. Pull on
lines in right hand to draw knot to top
of eye.
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I would like information concerning
the aoudad sheep hunt in Palo Duro
Canyon. Also, information on the land-
owners, permits, where I can get a
topographic map of the area and infor-
mation on the sheep would be appre-
ciated.

Sam Helmle
Mico

Aoudad sheep may be hunted in
Armstrong, Briscoe, Donley, Floyd,
Hall, Motley, Randall and Swisher
counties from November 11 through 17.
The bag limit is one sheep by permit
only, and sheep taken must be checked
at Texas Parks & Wildlife Department
check stations.

Complete lists of private landowners
who have permits for sale may be
obtained by writing Texas Parks &
Wildlife Department, District Office,
3802 Bowie, Amarillo, Texas, 79110.
Topographic maps are not necessary
because of cooperation from the
knowledgeablelandowners.Thehunter
can expect to pay from $150 to $650 for
a permit, depending on the location and
desired "extras."

On an average, the successful hunter
can plan to spend 13 hours and 43
minutes to shoot his trophy. Records
show hunters spending from 20 min-
utes to 26 hours hunting. Of 147 permits
issued last year, only 44 aoudads were
bagged.

With a half million acres to roam,
the sheep prefer shale bluffs for bed-
ding. These bluffs also afford protec-
tion from predators because they are
difficult to traverse.

In 1957, approximately 44 sheep were
introduced as an experiment to
increase the hunting potential of the
Texas panhandle. Hunts have been
instigated to provide valuable data for
department biologists.

An estimated 600-plus sheep in the
Palo Duro Canyon have been classified
in "excellent" condition for the 1972
hunting season.

BACK COVER
The male vermilion flycatcher is
a rather small, beautifully colored
bird. Feeding entirely on insects,
it perches on prominent limbs
where it can see in all directions
and capture its prey by short flying
sorties. Willow and cottonwood
groves, or mesquite areas near
water in semiarid regions are the
preferred habitat of these scarlet
insectivores. Photo by Perry
Shankle, Jr.
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TEXAS

The great barracuda(top) and the tarpo
both inhabit the waters of the Texas Gulf.
fish with a frightening array of teeth, the b
usually swims alone near the surface over
occasionally occurs in large numbers at th
and Flower Garden Reefs south of Galvesto
usually catch barracuda that average i
pounds, but the Texas record is a 33-poun
fish caught out of Port Aransas in 1971.

SALTWATER FISHES

n (bottom) The tarpon is fancied by anglers for its spectacular
A savage fight when hooked. It frequents the coastline of the

barracuda Gulf and may enter bays, harbors and the fresh water
reefs, but of river mouths in search of mullets, crabs, pinfish,
e Claypile shad or other baitfish. Although it has been known to
n. Anglers exceed 300 pounds, the Texas record is a 192-pound,
ive to 25 7-foot 4-inch tarpon caught in the Galveston Ship
d, 54-inch Channel in 1961.

Artwork by Henry Compton.
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